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Abstract：The reflection asymmetric shell model approach has been developed for the description of 

octupole deformed nuclei．The Q · Q forces of quadrupole，octupole and hexadecapole as well as 

the monopole and quadrupole pairings are included in the Hamiltonian．The shell model space is 

spanned by a selected set of the proj ected axial and octupole Nilsson+ BSC basis．The general lea— 

tures of experimental octupole rotational bands can be reproduced and interpreted by the present 

mode1．The experimental super-deformed band states in。。。’ “Hg are well reproduced by the pres— 

ent calculations，which provide theoretical support to the possible experimental evidence for the 

discovery of the octupole super—deformed rotational bands． 
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1 Introduction 

It is my great pleasure to speak at the sympo— 

slum on the frontiers of theoretical physics hono— 

ring Prof．W u Shishu at occasion of his 80th birth 

day． I shall address some of the recent develop— 

ments of the shell model description of octupole de— 

formed nuclei．The shell model provides a funda- 

mental way to deal with nuclear many body prob— 

lem．Prof．W u made variety of important contribu— 

tions to the study of nuclear many body problem． 

As an example，he studied the single particle po— 

tential based on the mass operator，U 口 舰 p( )， 

by using the Green’s function method he proved 

that the discrete eigenvalue must be real although 

U is non—hermite and the equation 一±(E 口(A± 

1)一 E0(A))must be exactly full filled．Where 

E0(A)is the ground state energy of the shell clo— 

sure nucleus A and E 口(A± 1)are the energies of 

flth states in the neighbour A± 1 nuclei．This al— 

lows us to choice a good U by fitting to the experi— 

mental s．P． energy spectrum． This method has 

been widely used in the shell model studies，inclu— 

ding the present work，but the validity for the 

method may be found from Prof．W u’s works， 

see，for example，Ref．[1]． 

The study of nuclei with exotic shapes is one 

of the most vital fields in modern nuclear structure 

physics．A nucleus characteristic of reflation asym— 

metric intrinsic shape is often referred as octupole 

deformed． The sequence of rotational states with 

alternating odd and even spin—parity，I ， (I+ 

1)一，(J+2) ，⋯ ，here I is even integer number， 

was observed in Rat引， as an example
．
These 

band structures are analogous to those of asymmet- 

ric molecules such as H CI and may be expected 

for nuclei with octupole deformation，see Fig．1． 
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The striking behavior of the octupole bands 

highlights the nuclear reflection asymmetry and has 

attracted much interest over the years．In the re— 

cent years special interest attaches to the super。。de。。 

formed(SD) octupole nuclei with a ratio of 2：1 

for the Iong to short axis and a mass asymmetry． 

This exotic shape has not yet been identified exper—— 

imentally although more than a hundred SD bands 

were measured．The present study provides theo— 

retical support for the possible experimental evi— 

dence for the discovery of SD octupole nuclei． 

Reflection asymmetric shape 
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Fig 1 The low—lying spectra of the H CI molecule and 

Ra．The similarity is seen Ior the two spectra．indi· 

caring reftation asymmetry shape of the nucleus．The 

sketched oetupole shapes BYe shown at the top of the 

figure． 

2 Brief Description of RASM 

In the reflection asymmetric she[1 roodeI 

(RASM)approach ．we first break both the qua— 

drupole and octupole symmetries and then recover 

them by carrying out the simultaneous angular nlo+ 

mentum and parity projections from a chosen set of 

Nilsson + BCS states near the Fermi surfaces． 

The projected states are then used to diagonalize 

the spherical shell model Hamiltonian． The ap— 

proach follows the basic philosophy of the standard 

shell model，and the only difference is that，in the 

RASM ，the deformed basis is employed rather than 

the spherical one．With such projected basis the 

shell model truncation of the many-body basis be— 

comes in practice efficient so that the shel1 model 

calculation can be performed even for heavy and su— 

perdeformed nuclei． In contrast， the standard 

(spherica1)shel1 model description for heavy nuclei 

is almost impossible even with the huge progress in 

the modern computer technology． W e wilI show 

that the shell mode1 space spanned by the states of 

only three major shells for protons and neutrons 

respectively is large enough for the RASM ealcula— 

tion ot the low-lying octupole bands in heavy oetu— 

pole deformed nuclei，and that calculated resuIts 

are in a good agreement with the experimental da- 

ta， 

The shell model Hamihonian considered in the 

present wotk involves a large number of nucleons 

moving in a spherical Nilsson potentiaI and an in— 

teracfion of separable muhlpole Q·Q plus mono— 

pole pairing plus quardrupole pairing， 

．   ̂

H—H。一告∑z ∑Q Q 一 
^一2 一  ̂

Z 

P 。一G ∑ P (1) 
／~=--2 

where Ho is the spherieal modified harmonic—oscil一 

[ator single particle Hamiltonian，and the operators 

Q and P are expressed as 

= ∑( l l )f=c ， 

k一击 乩 

P =告∑(a} 1 p)e：d 
- ． 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

W here，the eigenstates of a single particle 

moving in the spherical Nilsson potential can be Ia— 

belled by the quantum numbers a一 0m where，l is 

the radial quantum number． is the orbha1 angular 

momentum，J is the total angular momentum．and 

m is the component of on the axis of quantiza— 

tion，and a denotes the time-reversed state of口． 

The coupling constants of the q ·o forces， 

从 in Eq，(1)，can be determined in consistent to 
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the deformations， 

2．rf 

3。ff ==： 

4。rf 
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where<⋯ >denotes the expectation value with re— 

spect to the BCS vacuum state，r(r )refers to neu— 

trons or protons． 

The standard expression of the monopole pai— 

ring strength is used， 

Go= 型  (6) 

the quadrupole pairing strength is set to Gz= 0．28 

Go，which is larger than that for normal deformed 

nuclei where the multiplied factor is usually 0．16 

or zero． 

In the construction of the Nilsson + BCS ha- 

sis the usual BCS approximation is used to treat the 

(static)pairing correlations，and then the intrinsic 

deformed states are labeled by the quasiparticle 

configurations ． W e consider fl set of intrinsic 

states{l >)with the quadrupole and octupole de— 

formations，which are not the eigenstates of angu— 

lar momentum and parity． A trial wave function 

can be constructed as the superposition of oriented 

in space and the“left—right’’to “right—left”reflec— 

ted intrinsic wave functions。 

>一∑I do IF- (n)+ 
■ V 

F2l(a)P3t(a)l >， (7) 

where R(n)is the rotational operator，n repre— 

sents fl set of Euler angles，P is the parity opera— 

tor，and it is obvious that[p，R(n)]=0．Note 

that the configuration mixing is included in Eq． 

(7)，which is necessary in order to deal with inter- 

action between unperturbed bands． The coefficient 

F1 (n)and Fzl(n)functions can be determined by 

the variational procedure．By solving the variation— 

fll equation 

< l H l gr>～ < l >一 0， (8) 

we obtain the RASM  eigenvalue equation with the 

eigenvalue El for fl given spin 1 and parity P。 

∑ 

El < 

{< I HpP P ，K I >～ 

P P ，K l >)F 一 0， (9) 

with the normalization condition 

∑ F < I P P，K， I >F‰ 一1，(1o) 
K ’K‘ 

where P is the parity projection operator 

P 一丢(1+P P)， ⋯) 
with P一 ± 1，and P is the angular momentum 

proj ection operator 

P 一 』dO D~(D)R(D)．(12) 
It is obvious that Eq．(4)is valid for any nuclear 

shape．In the present study we consider reflection 

asymmetric shape of axially symmetry，and thus 

the angular momentum projection operation re— 

duces to the one dimensional integration．The Eq． 

(9)is in fact fl diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 

within the shell model space spanned by 

Pp P l >，the simultaneously parity and angular 

momentum projected states from the intrinsic BCS 

quasiparticle states． The quasiparticle configura— 

tions employed in the present calculation include 

the vacuum l o>，two q．P．neutrons n：lⅡ二2 l o>，two 

q．P．protons a．t1Ⅱ l 0>and four quasiparticle 
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states n：l at’,2 n：In 1 0>．Where ’s Or’s)denote the 

neutron(proton)Nilsson quantum numbers． 

3 Octupole Bands in Ra isotopes 

First we shall apply the model to well defined 

octupole nuclei，Ra isotopes． The three maj or 

shells of N 一 5，6，7 for neutrons and N 一 4，5，6 

for protons are included for the calculations． The 

calculated octupole bands，energy versus spin，up 

to spin 26 are shown as solid lines in Fig．2． The 

4 

2 

0 

4 

2 

0 

theoretical bands are compared with the experi— 

mental positive parity and even spin band with K 

一0 (solid circles)and negative parity odd spin 

band with K = 0一(open circles)．It is seen that 

the agreement between experiment and theory is 

remarkable．One of striking features for octupole 

bands is of presence of the significant parity split— 

ting at low spins．The parity splitting measures to 

the extent to which the odd-spin negative parity 

level of spin I has an excitation energy located 

(a) Ra ／ ’(b) Ra ‘ 。(c) 6Ra ‘ 

。  

／ ‘ 
。  
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Fig．2 The calculated yrast rotational bands(solid lines)。energy versus spin。for。。。一 Ra are compared with the experimental 

data(open circles for negative and solid circles for positive parities)，taken from Ref．[53． 

higher than the average of those of the two neigh— 

boring even-spin positive parity states with respec— 

tive spins I一 1 and I+ 1． This quantity is one of 

the unique features of octupole modes，and has at— 

tracted much interest over the years． The parity 

splitting of rotational octupole bands may be 

quenched due to fast rotation and there usually ex- 

ist fl critical spin I at which parity splitting vani— 

shes and the negative and positive parity states be— 

come interleaved according to the energy formula 

EJ～ J(I+1)．An other striking featare of octup— 

ole bands is the absence of the sharp band cross— 

ing．This feature is also reproduced by the RASM 

calculations． Even fl small octupole deformation 

will significantly mix the high-j intruder shells 

with other valence orbitals． The rotational 

strength is then distributed over the valence nucle- 

ons，and thus back—bends are generally smothed 

out．This mechanism associated only with octupole 

deformation is included in both the cranking and 

angular momentum projection pictures in the appli— 

cation of the mean field theory． 

As discussed above， there are four striking 

features of octupole bands which are distinct from 

the normal rotational bands：the specific sequence 

of states 0 ，1一，2 ，3一，⋯ ，the significant pari— 

ty splitting at low spins，the quenching of the pari— 

ty splitting by rotation and the absence of the sharp 

band crossing．All these features characteristic of 

rotation of octupole deformed nuclei can be ex一 

> _ 、 ．I 【I 【IoI】go 
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plained and reproduced within the frame work of 

the RASM． 

4 Possible Evidence for Octupole SD 

Nuclei 

The large )'-ray spectrometer arrays 

GAMMASPHERE and EUROBALL have made jt 

possible to establish the linking transitions from 

SD to normal-deformed (ND) states，e．g．，in 

Hg．The energies。spins and parities of the ex～ 

cited SD band 3 and the yrast SD band 1 in 。 Hg 

were determined experimentally and band 3 is pro— 

posed to be a collective K 一 2一 octupole vibration— 

al band Eq rather than a 2一qP neutron configura— 

tion．This experimental data supports the cranking 

RPA calculations which result in that the lowest 

excited states in the SD minimum are octupole vi— 

brations in 。。一 。 Hg 引．In the present work an al— 

ternative explanation is given，the yrast positive 

parity SD bands 1 in 。。， Hg and the excited nega— 

tive parity SD bands 3 and 2 observed in 。 Hg and 

Hg，respectively，are described in terms of the 

parity partner octupole bands， namely， band 1 

with K 一 0 and bands 3 and 2 with K 一 0一
． 

The RASM equation has been solved for the 

SD states in 。。’ 。 Hg up to spin 50
． In the calcula— 

tion of the Nilsson + BCS basis，the octupole 

Nilsson potential has been solved with three major 

shells N = 5，6，7(4，5，6)for neutrons(pro— 

tons)，using the standard Nilsson parameters and 

taken from Ref．[6]．The lowest octupole SD 

bands for Hg，namely the positive parity Yrast 

SD band with K 一 0 and the negative parity ex— 

cited SD band with K 一 0一，calculated with de— 

formation parameters E2= 0
． 428， 一 0．062 and 

= 一 0．004 are shown and compared with experi— 

mental SD bands 1 and 3 in Fig
． 3．It is seen from 

Fig．3 that both the experimental negative parity 

excited SD band (open circles) and the positive 

parity Yrast SD band(solid circles)are well repro— 

duced by-the present calculation(solid lines)。in— 

eluding the energies，spins and parity．The same 

lowest octupole SD bands but for Hg。calculated 

with deformation parameters 2— 0．445，e3 O
．
058 

and e4一 一 0．004 are shown and compared with ex— 

perimental SD bands 1 and 2 in Fig．4
． It should be 

noticed that the spins of the experimental SD bands 

in Hg have not been assigned experim entally
．  

However，the excitation energy of band 2 relative 

to the SD Yrast band 1 has been determined firmlv 

by the observation of the four discrete Y-rays link— 

ing SD band 2 and band 1，see Ref．[73 and re：fer— 

ences therein． The present calculation yields the 

assignments of spins as shown in Fig．4 by the best 

fit for experimental Y-ray energies of the inband 

and interband transitions，which turns out to be in 

coincidence with the tentative spin assignments of 

Ref．[83．It is seen from Fig．4 that both the ex- 

perimental negative parity excited SD band (open 

circles)and the positive parity Yrast SD band(sol— 

id circles)are well reproduced by the present calcu— 

lation (solid lines)，including the energies，spins 

and parity． 

Spin 

Fig．3 The calculated lowest SD octupole rotational bands 

(solid lines)，energy versus spin，are plotted and corn— 

pared with experimental SD bands 1 (solid circles) 

and 3 (open circles)in Hg [4]．The energy of the 

ground SD state is set to zero． 

It is seen from Figs．3 and 4 that both the ex— 

perimental parity splitting and its rotational 

quenching have been well reproduced by the pres— 

ent calculations．It should be noticed that although 

the parity splitting at one spin point can be repro一 

>Q 、I、 -IQcQ一目c0一_1目_10 
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duced by adjusting the octupole coupling constant 

3 through the change of 3 deformation，the good 

agreement between the theory and experiment over 

the whole observed spins is not trivial at al1． The 

calculated excitation energy of the band head 1一 of 

SD band 3 above the SD vacuum state 0 in 。 Hg 

is 0．796 M eV，which is in extremely good agree— 

ment with the experimentally extrapolated excita— 

tion energy of～ 0．8 M eV at zero frequency in 

Ref．[3]．The calculated same quantity but for 

。。Hg is 1．097 M eV for which no experimental data 

is availa ble． 

Spin 

Fig4 The calculated lowest SD octupole rotational bands 

(solid lines)．energy versus spin，are plotted and com． 

pared with experimental SD bands 1(solid circles)and 

2(open circles)in’。。Hg[ ．The energy of the ground 

SD state is set to zero． 

It is generally true that fl large parity splitting 

may be associated with the octupole vibrational 

mode． However，fl small parity splitting may im～ 

ply the occurrence of the static octupole deforma— 

tion．The observed yrast spectra for well octupole 

deformed nuclei，e．g．，。。。一 ∞ Ra，show considera— 

ble parity splitting at low spins，2OO～ 5OO keV 。 

and nearly zero parity splitting at high spins，see 

Ref．[2]．Therefore，it may be reasonable to ex- 

plain the nature of these octupole SD bands such 

that the considerable parity splitting at low spins 

indicates the soft octupole rotation and the rflther 

small parity splitting at higher spins，due to the 

rotational quenching， implies octupole super-de— 

formation．The rather large parity splitting presen— 

ted in 。 Hg may indicate that the nature of SD 

band 3 is transitional from the vibrational to rota— 

tional modes． However。the SD band 2 in 。。Hg 

behaves differently that the rotational quenching of 

the parity splitting is much stronger than that for 

“Hg，so that the parity splitting reduces to 1 50 

keV around spin 39，which is similar to the typical 

va lue at low spins in the octupole deformed Ra nu— 

clei．This fact draws heavy on the suggestion that 

the SD octupole rotation，and thus an octupole su— 

per-deformation，soft may be，rather than fl vibra— 

tion around non-octupole shape，may occur at high 

spins in 。̈Hg．The proton(2 ／2，l i1 )and neu— 

tron(2g9／z，ljl5／2)orbital pairs，which lead to 

strong couplings of the octupole Y30 term， come 

close to the Fermi surfaces in the Hg—region at 

large deformation 2～ 0．45，providing the micro— 

scopic basis for the presence of octupole SD modes
．  

we point out that it is j ust the same orbital pairs to 

provide the strong octupole couplings in the Ra re— 

gion but at fl normal deformation， 2≈ O．1
． In oth— 

er words，the SD octupole mode in the Hg region 

and the ND octupole mode in the Ra region have 

the same microscopic origin．The strong quenching 

of the parity splitting in 。。Hg may be understood 

by analyzing the octupole couplings of obital pairs
．  

The high-j and low—K components of the neutron 

(2go／z，lj xs／z)orbital pairs，e．g．，([642]3／2， 

[761]3／2)Nilsson—orbital pair，come cIose t0 the 

neutron Fermi surface，N ===110，in ”Hg，which 

generate fl strong octupole coupling in the one hand 

and response strongly to the fast rotation in the 

other hand， and consequently， the rotational 

quenching of parity splitting becomes stronger． 

Whereas such high-j and low—K components are 

leSS close to the neutron Fermi surface，N = 114， 

in 。 Hg and thus only fl slightly quenching of the 

parity splitting appears with increasing spin up to 

5O． The validity of this explanation is further 

proved by the fact that the rotational quenching of 

the parity splitting was found to be weak tOO in 

>0l，、I＼ _10I10一 I10I1 _0 
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。 Pb with N 一 114． 

5 Summary 

In summary，the reflection asymmetric shell 

model approach has been introduced to describe the 

SD band states in 。。’ 。 Hg for fl rigorous test of 

theory，e．g．，of predictions of low—lying octupole 

collectivity in SD nuclei，by taking the advantage 

of the experimentally determined spins，parity and 

excitation energies of the excited SD bands．In the 

RASM approach the simultaneous angular momen— 

turn and parity proiections are carried out from a 

set of the intrinsic octupole deformed Nilsson + 

BCS states and the proj ected states with good pari— 

ty and angular momentum are employed to form 

the basis in which the shell model Hamiltonian iS 
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八极形变核的反射不对称壳模型描述 

陈永寿 

(中国原子能科学研究院．北京 102413) 

(中国科学院理论物理研究所，北京 100080) 

摘 要：发展反射不对称壳模型，描述八极形变核．哈密尔顿量包含 了四极、八极和十六极多极 

力，单极和四极对力．壳模型空间由八极形变轴对称 Nilsson势加 BCS的投影基矢构成．理论模型 

再现了和解释了实验八极转动带的基本特性．理论计算很好地再现了 Hg的超形变转动带实 

验谱，从而为八极超形变转动带的可能的实验证据提供了理论支持． 

关 键 词：八极转动带；壳模型；超形变 
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